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Flow on a beta-plane driven by a steady localised anticy-
clonic forcing of potential vorticity (or equivalently a mass
source) is considered as a simple model of the Asian mon-
soon flow in the upper troposphere. Previous authors have
noted that the response may be steady, or unsteady, ac-
cording to the magnitude of the forcing, with the unsteadi-
ness manifested as westward eddy shedding. A detailed
study of the transition between steady and eddy-shedding
regimes reveals a third regime (’break up’), for intermediate
forcing magnitude, where the flow is steady in the neigh-
bourhood of the forcing, but thewestward extending plume
of lowpotential vorticity breaks up into isolated anticyclonic
vortices some distance away from the forcing region. A
related spatio-temporal instability problem for flow on a
beta plane is specified and analysed. The flow can be sta-
ble, convectively unstable or absolutely unstable. It is ar-
gued that these three stability regimes correspond to the
steady, break-up and eddy shedding regimes for the forced
flow and good quantitative correspondence between the
regimes is demonstrated by explicit solution of the spatio-
temporal stability problem.
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This paper considers the behaviour of an idealised flow configuration motivated by the Asian monsoon anticyclone.7
The same configuration is relevant to other atmospheric and oceanic flows.8
The Asian monsoon is a major feature of the boreal summer atmospheric general circulation with widely appre-9
ciated societal implications. In the lower and middle troposphere the monsoon is characterised by strong convection10
and precipitation over south and south-east Asia, together with a large-scale cyclonic circulation. In the upper tropo-11
sphere, on the other hand, the monsoon is characterised by a large anticyclone extending from the Mediterranean12
to east Asia. This anticyclonic circulation can be regarded as the large-scale response to the localised anticyclonic13
potential vorticity (PV) forcing associated with the upper part of the latent heating due to precipitation (e.g. Hoskins14
and Rodwell (1995); Liu et al. (2007)).15
The upper level anticyclone has broader importance for several reasons, one being its remote influence onweather16
and climate, another being its role in transport from troposphere to stratosphere. In the lower part there is fast17
convective transport from the surface to the upper troposphere. Then from the upper troposphere air may then18
be taken up into the tropical stratosphere via the large-scale upwelling circulation, or alternatively be transported19
laterally into the extratropical lower stratosphere through disturbances to the subtropical jet that depend on the time-20
variation of the anticyclone itself. Thus the lower and upper parts of the monsoon combine to form a potentially rapid21
pathway for chemical species and aerosols originating from anthropogenic emissions at the surface in the south and22
east Asian regions to reach the stratosphere, with implications for climate and for ozone, since the chemical species23
include short-lived halogen species (Park et al., 2009; Randel et al., 2010; Bourassa et al., 2012; Fiehn et al., 2017).24
Observational studies have revealed that an important aspect of the time-dependent behaviour of the upper-25
level anticyclone is what is described as ’vortex shedding’ or ’eddy shedding’. The upper-level forcing provided by26
the latent heating generates a region of low PV. Rather than reaching some equilibrium size, or simply increasing in27
size, this region is seen to break up, forming an anticyclonic eddy which moves away from the forcing region most28
commonly to the west (’westward shedding’), but sometimes to the east (e.g. Vogel et al. (2015)). The focus in this29
paper will be on the westward shedding.30
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Using re-analysis data Hsu and Plumb (2000) illustrated a particular westward shedding event occurring during31
the monsoon season 1990, visible as coherent PV structure breaking off the bulk PV-low associated with the main32
monsoon anticyclone. Popovic and Plumb (2001) showed that shedding events are not rare, but typically happen33
several times during a monsoon cycle. They further found the shed eddies to be rather shallow and confined to the34
upper-troposphere/lower-stratosphere (UTLS). More recently Garny and Randel (2013) examined the variability of35
the anticyclone, including the PV structure, and its association with variability in carbon monoxide.36
The observed variations (typically on a time scale of about twoweeks) in themonsoon anticyclone have been inter-37
preted in different ways. Zhang et al. (2002) have suggested a ’bi-modality’ with eastward or westward displacements38
of the centre of the anticyclone. Vogel et al. (2015) have described a ’split-state’ where there are two pronounced and39
zonally separated PV extrema. Nützel et al. (2016) investigated multiple re-analysis data sets and found that only one40
(NCEP-1) out of seven showed pronounced and consistent signs of bi-modality. It seems quite possible that the un-41
derlying process is eddy shedding, which may be been interpreted as bimodality or split-state or whatever according42
to the particular diagnostic and perhaps dataset considered.43
The potential importance of the spatial and temporal variability of themonsoon anticyclone for chemical transport44
and the meteorological interest in the phenomenology of the variability implies a need for dynamical understanding.45
One basic question, considered by Garny and Randel (2013), for example, is the extent to which the temporal vari-46
ability of the monsoon anticyclone is directly determined by the variability of precipitation and the associated latent47
heating versus the extent to which it is an intrinsic feature of the dynamics of the upper tropospheric flow.48
Some aspects of the structure of themonsoon circulation both at lower and upper levels are captured by the linear49
dynamical model of Gill (1980), but because this model relies on frictional damping, which is difficult to justify in the50
upper troposphere, its relevance to the structure of the upper-level anticyclone is questionable (e.g. Sardeshmukh and51
Hoskins (1985); Lin et al. (2008)). Furthermore themodel is steady and therefore its relevance to any time dependence52
of the anticyclone is likely limited. A different approach has been taken by Hsu and Plumb (2000), who consider53
a single layer shallow-water model, representing the upper troposphere, with a specified localised anticyclonic PV54
forcing (or equivalent a localised mass source). Hsu and Plumb (2000) showed in numerical simulations that the55
phenomenon of westward eddy shedding can spontaneously emerge as response to a steady localised forcing and56
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hence provide a possible mechanism for time dependence that does not rely on the variability of the forcing. They57
further investigated the transition between a steady state of the system and a time-periodic eddy-shedding state58
when imposing a meridional background PV gradient for a given forcing. This transition, however, is fundamentally59
different from the transition investigated in this paper, since Hsu and Plumb (2000) find steady behaviour in the case60
of strong forcing magnitudes (or equivalently weak background PV gradient) and unsteady behaviour for weak forcing61
magnitudes.62
A very similar fluid dynamical model, but motivated by oceanographic problems, for example the formation of63
isolated eddies from theMediterranean outflow, had previously been studied byDavey andKillworth (1989) (hereafter64
DK89). They found the response to transition from a steady, zonally symmetric response extending westward from65
the forcing region (a so-called beta-plume) at small forcing amplitude to a westward-extending series of periodically66
shed vortices at larger forcing amplitude. A similar behaviour was found by Cenedese and Linden (1999) in a series of67
laboratory experiments to study the response to a continuous mass flux into a two-layer system with a sloped bottom68
topography (inducing a beta-effect). They also found a transition from a zonally symmetric response to periodic69
shedding when increasing the flux. The phenomenon of eddy shedding from a region where there is a localised PV70
forcing is therefore potentially important to a wide range of problems in geophysical fluid dynamics.71
The numerical and laboratory experiments in the studies by DK89, Cenedese and Linden (1999) and Hsu and72
Plumb (2000) were all performed on a domain with relatively small zonal scale. This restriction on the domain size73
may seem consistentwith the spatial scales of the problem (motivated by themonsoon anticyclone flow), but canmake74
it difficult to observe the full range of behaviours within the system since in certain situations important features of75
the forced response only develop a large distance to the west of the forcing region (see Section 3).76
The study reported in this paper will analyse the mechanisms controlling westward eddy shedding from a steady,77
localised anticyclonic forcing in terms of a spatio-temporal stability analysis. The concept of spatio-temporal instabili-78
ties of shear flows was first introduced in the field of plasma physics (e.g. by Briggs (1964) and Bers (1973)) and finds79
application in many branches of fluid dynamics, particularly in the evolution of spatially evolving shear flows and their80
response to excitation (Huerre andMonkewitz (1990)). The possible application to a range of problems in geophysical81
fluid dynamics problems was quickly recognised (e.g. by Merkine (1977)). Pierrehumbert (1986) applied the idea of82
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spatio-temporal stability to the Charney problem and investigated the formation of baroclinic instability for different83
surface wind magnitudes. Lin and Pierrehumbert (1993) extended this approach to flows with both, latitudinal and84
vertical structure. Schär and Smith (1993) performed a spatio-temporal stability analysis to link eddy shedding phe-85
nomena caused by a flow over an isolated mountain in a non-rotating shallow water model to the absolute instability86
of certain idealised steady solutions. In a meteorological setting Hohenegger et al. (2006) argued that the lack of87
predictability skill for certain precipitation events in numerical models is not fully explained by problems in modelling88
moist convection, but is partially caused by a spatio-temporal amplification of small-amplitude perturbations. Wang89
(2011) performed a comprehensive spatio-temporal stability analysis to explain small-scale structures observed in90
oceanic eastern boundary currents. Diaz and Aiyyer (2015) used the idea of spatio-temporal instabilities to model91
large-scale wave patterns found within the African easterly jet.92
The structure of the paper is as follows. The specifics of the model used in the present study is described in93
Section 2. In Section 3 we will discuss a range of behaviours observed in steadily forced numerical experiments. This94
will in particular involve a transition (depending on details of the forcing) between two distinct states of the system95
in which the response to the steady forcing spontaneously develops a temporal dependence. As we will show, the96
transition is related to a change in stability properties of the system. We will therefore subsequently analyse the97
stability of an idealised representation of the forced flow in two different ways. In Section 4 we perform a spatio-98
temporal stability analysis based on the Rayleigh equation of the system. This is a delicate calculation and therefore99
in Section 5 we present a complementary analysis of the stability of the flow using direct numerical simulations and100
compare our findings to the theoretical predictions obtained in the previous section. Section 6 will then use these101
theoretical predictions to explain aspects of the behaviour of the response to a localised steady forcing. Finally we102
will summarise and discuss our main findings in Section 7.103
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2 | MODEL104
In the following we will consider a single-layer beta-channel model, intended as a simple representation of the sub-105
tropical Asian monsoon system. A single-layer model of the low-latitude upper troposphere has been used in several106
previous studies (e.g. Hsu and Plumb (2000), Kraucunas and Hartmann (2007), Bao and Hartmann (2014)) and can107
be justified on the basis of the ’tropical scaling’ first set out by Charney (see e.g. Vallis (2017) in Chapter 18.8) which108
predicts that in the absence of diabatic heating the motion of each horizontal layer of fluid is essentially independent109
of those above and below. A restriction relative to previous studies is that rather than considering the full single-layer110
equations we make the quasi-geostrophic (QG) approximation. This is justified on the basis that the main effect of the111
approximation is to omit gravity waves, including equatorial Kelvin waves, and that the subtropical vortex-shedding112
phenomenon does not depend significantly on such waves. However note that Hsu and Plumb (2000) consider some113
tropical cases where there is a more substantial role for Kelvin waves. Relaxing the quasi-geostrophic approximation114
will of course alter some of the quantitative details of the behaviour, but it should also be noted that the single-layer115
model representation is itself approximate and will not correspond precisely to the behaviour of a three-dimensional116
atmosphere. Diabatic heating is included in the model only to the extent that it provides a specified anticyclonic117
forcing since we are interested in the flow response rather than the details of the forcing itself.118
The non-dimensional model equations are given by:119
∂t q = −u∂xq − v∂y q − F − S (x )q − ε+
4q (1)
q = +2ψ −ψ + β̂ y ,
where q describes (quasi-geostrophic) potential vorticity (PV), ψ is the stream function, u = −∂yψ and v = ∂xψ120
are the fluid velocities in the zonal (x ) and meridional (y ) direction, respectively, F is a PV forcing (or equivalently a121
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mass source), S is a space-dependent damping, ε is a hyperdiffusion parameter and + is the two-dimensional gradient122
operator. The parameter β̂ represents the non-dimensional meridional gradient of background PV. Equation 1 is non-123
dimensionalised, scaling horizontal lengths by the Rossby radius of deformation RD , times on a scale of 1day and all124
other quantities correspondingly.125
For the purpose of the results to be presented we will take β̂ = 2.2, which corresponds to about 20◦ latitude,126
when assuming RD = 1250km. This value of RD is further consistent with dynamical structures of the Rossby height127
of roughly HR = f RDN −1 ≈ 3km , assuming f ≈ 0.5 · 10−4s−1 and N ≈ 2 · 10−2s−1, which are values appropriate for128
the subtropical upper troposphere. In the set of single-layer equations this further leads to a layer thickness of about129
H = R 2D f
2/g ≈ 400m , with g being the gravitational acceleration (for comparison Kraucunas and Hartmann (2007)130
used a value of H = 200m and Bao and Hartmann (2014) used H = 600m).131
The model domain is taken to be −240 < x < 80 and −20 < y < 20. Given the non-dimensionalisation described132
above, this domain is clearly much larger than can be justified by application to the subtropical atmosphere. However,133
the objective here is to remove the effect of rigid boundaries in y , and the effect of the periodic domain in x , as far134
as possible, to allow a clear understanding of the behaviour of the system. Note that most Figures will only show the135
response within a part of the full domain. Equation 1 is numerically integrated using a spectral representation in x ,136
truncated at wave number 2048, and a 2nd order central-difference scheme with 256 equally spaced grid points in y .137
We further assumeψ = 0 at themeridional boundaries, implying vanishing normal flow. In time themodel is integrated138
via a 2nd order Runge-Kutta method with 200 steps per day. To ensure numerical stability of the model ε was chosen139
to damp the shortest waves resolved on a time scale of about 100day s . The spectral representation in x implies peri-140
odicity, but we wish to consider the solutions to Equation 1 on an infinite x domain, with no communication between141
large positive x and large negative x . To achieve this S (x ) is set to be non-zero only in a sponge region with x < −200,142
which is to the far west of the forcing region (or the east, due to the periodic boundary conditions). Note that for the143
steadily forced experiments in Section 3 the damping acts on the full PV field, while for the experiments in Section 5144
it acts only on the zonally varying part of the response. The sensitivity of the solutions to Equation 1 to the precise145
details (structure and magnitude) of the sponge region S (x ), the hyperdiffusion parameter ε, the domain size and the146




The forcing is given by a confined mass source with spatio-temporal structure F (x , y , t ), switched on smoothly150
over the first 10 days of each experiment and defined via151
152
F (x , y , t ) =











if |x |, |y | ≤ r0
0 otherwise
. (2)
Here, F0 controls the forcing magnitude, r0 the non-dimensional length scale of the forcing and ω0 the time153
dependence. The primary motivation for the work reported in this paper is to understand the behaviour of the system154
starting from an initial condition at rest, when the forcing is steady (ω0 = 0). But in interpreting this behaviour it is155
useful to also consider the response to a time-dependent forcing (ω0 , 0), starting from an initial condition of a156
specified zonally uniform flow. In the case with ω0 = 0 the forcing represents a constant mass source into the system,157
but note that the dynamics described by Equation 1 stays invariant when adding a constant to ψ and thus a statistical158
steady state can be reached without the explicit need for dissipative processes. Further details on the nature of the159
forcing will be given in Sections 3 and 5.160
3 | DIFFERENT TYPES OF RESPONSE TO A STEADY FORCING161
As noted in section 1 the horizontal structure and temporal evolution of the response to a continuous (ω0 = 0 in162
Equation 2) mass source in a single layer model has previously been investigated by DK89, who observed a state163
transition when increasing the forcing magnitude while keeping the length scale of the forcing fixed. They showed,164
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that the response changes from a steady, westward extended plume of PV anomaly to a state in which vortices form165
spontaneously and periodically inside the forcing region and are subsequently shed to the west, forming a zonal chain166
of discrete eddies.167
Furthermore DK89 gave a theoretical prediction of the threshold value of the forcing at which the state transi-168
tion takes place, based on consideration of whether the potential vorticity gradient resulting from the steady linear169
response became negative, hence satisfying the Rayleigh inflexion point criterion necessary for instability. They ar-170
gued that once this criterion was satisfied the steady response would no longer be observed and instability would171
result in the formation of discrete eddies. A derivation of an equivalent criterion for our quasi-geostrophic model and172
a specified forcing profile is given in the Appendix.173
We now investigate whether the behaviour identified by DK89 and the shedding criterion (Equation A3 in the Ap-174
pendix) applies in our system and how it depends on the parameters of the forcing. We consider Equation 1 integrated175
forward in time from an initial state at rest. Figure 1 shows the model response at day 400 for the specified forcing176
profile and different sets of forcing parameters, which we will refer to as cases a to f within this section. The response177
for two different forcing length scales r0 are shown, using three different values of forcing magnitude F0 each (see178
Equation 2). Note that DK89 used a fixed forcing radius of r0 = 3, i.e. a forcing radius that is somewhat larger than the179
deformation radius, as in the examples presented here, but that their value of β̂ and various details of the underlying180
model were different. However, our numerical simulations show a good match with DK89 when the corresponding181
physical parameters are chosen appropriately. This provides reassuring evidence that the QG approximation, which182
was not used by DK89, does not disrupt the eddy shedding behaviour.183
For weak forcing magnitudes (cases a and d) the response is steady and does not show any sign of zonal variability184
west of the forcing. The corresponding forcing profiles do not satisfy Criterion A3 and the response does not have a185
reversed mean meridional PV gradient, as can be seen in Figure 2. The flow in these cases is, as DK89 have shown,186
well described by steady, linear theory.187
188
For forcing profiles that satisfy Criterion A3 (cases b,c,e and f) we observe the formation of discrete vortices189
despite the use of a steadymass source, like described and predicted by DK89. Figure 2 shows that the corresponding190
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cases are associated with a region of negative (or vanishingly small in case b) mean meridional PV gradient. Note that191
cases e and f look very similar in terms of the mean PV-gradient, but the detailed structure seen in Figure 1 is very192
different.193
It is here important to remember that the Davey-Killworth criterion in terms of a sign change in PV gradient is194
simply a necessary condition for instability that is entirely based on a steady solution to the problem. The response195
in cases b,c,d and f, on the other hand, is unsteady and thus the significance of a sign change in the PV gradient is196
not so clear. The profiles displayed in Figure 2 show a time average which accounts for times when there is an eddy197
at x = −10 and times when there is not. However, the idea that the time-mean PV gradient changes signs in the198
non-steady cases is consistent with the idea of the forcing generating a PV plume that is subsequently breaking up199
into discrete vortices due to the growth of small random perturbations because of some instability.200
In contrast to the findings of DK89 we observe two qualitatively different kinds of behaviour when the forcing201
profile satisfies the shedding criterion given in the Appendix (Equation A3). For certain parameter combinations (case202
e in Figure 1) we find the response in and close to the forcing region to be almost steady and qualitatively similar203
to the solution predicted by steady, linear theory, but with a sustained meridional PV gradient reversal, as shown in204
Figure 2. In these cases the westward extending plume becomes perturbed and breaks up into discrete patches a205
finite distance away from the forcing. The corresponding state is therefore characterised by weak time dependence206
near the forcing and strong time dependence to the far west of the forcing. Note that such behaviour might not be207
observed for small domain sizes or short time integrations where the flow does not have the opportunity to extend208
sufficiently far westward and might incorrectly be classified as completely steady. In other cases (e.g. case f), the209
vortices form directly within the forcing region and are then shed westward. This state is characterised by a strong210
time dependence of the flow near the forcing region (as well as further to the west). In the following we will refer to211
the three different types of system behaviour as steady, break-up and shedding states.212
213
To identify the type of response to a certain forcing with given scale r0 andmagnitude F0 we evaluated the tempo-214
ral behaviour close to the forcing (at x = −10) and the zonal structure of its stream function at day 300. In the steady215
cases we expect no strong variations, neither in time nor in space. We classify the system as being in the break-up216
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state if the stream function stays steady near the forcing region but develops strong zonal and temporal variations far217
to the west. The spatial amplification of perturbations in this state suggests the system to be convectively unstable,218
as explained in detail in Section 4. Finally we classify the response as being in the eddy shedding regime if we observe219
strong temporal perturbations near the forcing and a consistently perturbed zonal structure west of the forcing. We220
will later in Section 6 use the characteristics of the spatial structure and temporal variability that have been discussed221
in this paragraph to classify the state of the response.222
223
The evolution of the system in the shedding state typically leads to the formation of an almost periodic chain of224
vortices, as can be seen in subplots b,c and f of Figure 1. Note a significant meridional drift of the formed discrete225
vortices on top of the predominantly zonal propagation, which is particularly strong for small and strong eddies. This226
drift is a result of the beta-effect, as discussed e.g. by Davey and Killworth (1984). To reduce the impact of this227
meridional drift on our diagnostics many of the results shown will be meridionally integrated over a range of roughly228
the meridional extent of the forcing region. The shed vortices seem to travel with a relatively constant zonal velocity,229
as also described by other authors (Davey and Killworth, 1989; Hsu and Plumb, 2000). The periodic formation of230
vortices therefore leads to a periodic signal of the response at fixed locations west of the forcing. To further quantita-231
tively characterise the shedding process we estimated the frequency ω at which vortices are created and shed from232
the forcing region (the shedding frequency) by computing the temporal Fourier power spectra of the stream function233
response to the west of the forcing for experiments b,c,e and f shown in Figure 1. Although the different experiments234
cover a wide range of parameter combinations for the forcing, and in addition include responses in the shedding and235
break-up states, the various power spectra (not shown) all indicate dominant frequencies in a relatively narrow range236
of about 0.8 < ω < 1.1.237
238
The structure of the response in the break-up state shown in Figure 1e suggests a zonally amplifying perturbation239
on top of an almost steady beta-plume. We therefore propose that certain aspects of the response to a localised240
steady forcing can be explained as the the result of a spatio-temporal instability of the forced beta plume that is itself241
well described by steady linear theory (DK89; see also Appendix to this paper). In particular we will show that the242
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transition between the steady, break-up and shedding can potentially be explained by a change in stability properties243
of the system. The interpretation of the shedding process as a result of a spatio-temporal instability further potentially244
allows us to predict the dominant frequencies that we reported in the previous paragraph.245
4 | STABILITY OF CONFINED PARALLEL SHEAR FLOWS246
We will in this section investigate to what extent the three qualitatively different states identified in section 3 can be247
explained as the result of changes in the spatio-temporal stability properties of the system. We will therefore perform248
a comprehensive spatio-temporal stability analysis for a set of basic flows representing the steady parallel shear flow249
that is predicted as the beta-plane steady linear response to a localised vorticity forcing far to the west of the region250
where the forcing is applied.251
The quasi-geostrophic PV model described by Equation 1 can be linearised for a zonal wave-like perturbation252
around the zonally uniform basic state with ū(y ) = −∂y ψ̄(y ), i.e. ψ(x , y , t ) = ψ̄(y ) + <
(
ψ′(y )e i (k x−ωt )
)
, where ψ′253
describes the meridional structure of the wave, k is the x -wave number and ω the frequency. Both, k and ω, can in254
principle be complex. The corresponding complex phase speed is then given by c = ωk . The standard approach to255














β̂ − ∂2y ū
]
= 0, (3)
together with boundary conditions ψ′ = 0 in y . Equation 3 can be used to define a function D (k ,ω), where the257
condition D = 0 represents the dispersion relation of the system and links the (complex) wave number and frequency258
of a supported wave. Note that D (k ,ω) = 0 generally has multiple solutions, each corresponding to a different wave259
mode supported by the system. Determining D (k .ω), and thus determining the spatio-temporal stability properties,260
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will require numerical solution of equation 3, which we describe in subsections 4.2 to 4.4 below.261
4.1 | Theoretical background262
In this subsection we summarise the relevant theoretical background on temporal, convective and absolute instability.263
The stability behaviour is determined byD (k ,ω) = 0. Since both k andω can in principle be complexwe can distinguish264
between different types of instability. The familiar case of temporal instability corresponds to real k and there is265
instability if the corresponding ω has a positive imaginary part. Another possibility is what is known as convective266
instability, where a mode grows in space but not in time, i.e. k has a non-vanishing imaginary part and ω is real. Note267
that positive =k implies growth in the negative x direction and negative =k growth in the positive x direction.268
It is now understood that the response of a flow to a localised forcing is not completely determined by whether269
or not there is temporal or convective instability. Briggs (1964) and Huerre and Monkewitz (1990), for example,270
determined this by considering the evolution of a localised wave packet. If there is temporal instability the wave271
amplitude may grow, but if the wave packet propagates away from its initial location sufficiently fast then the waves272
will be observed to decay in amplitude at the initial location. This situation corresponds to convective instability. The273
alternative is that the waves at the initial location are observed to increase in amplitude for large times. This situation274
is called absolute instability and corresponds to both k and ω having non-vanishing imaginary parts. The wave packet275
interpretationmakes it clear that absolute instability has to be associatedwith a saddle point in the complex dispersion276
relation at an isolated frequency ωa and corresponding wave number ka , since such a point corresponds to a wave277
mode with vanishing group velocity dω/dk = 0 that allows for energy to grow in place.278
The distinction between convective and absolute instability is essential to predict the behaviour of disturbances279
to a flow that will be observed in some finite range of x . Determining where there is absolute instability requires a280
detailed understanding of the behaviour of the roots of D (k ,ω) = 0 in the complex plane. Note that the interpretation281
of convective and absolute instability in terms of an initial wave packet perturbation still holds when considering a282
problem were a basic flow is perturbed by a spatially localised periodic forcing with fixed frequency, which corre-283
sponds to the idea of a continuous formation of wave packets with modulated amplitude at a fixed location. Such284
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an interpretation is conceptually closer to the problems considered in this paper and forms the motivation for the285
experiments in Section 5.286
It is not sufficient to analyse the form of D locally in the (k ,ω)-plane to determine whether a flow is convectively287
or absolutely unstable. As discussed by Briggs (1964), the convective roots of the dispersion relation, i.e. roots with ω288
real and k complex, only correspond to a physically relevant disturbance if k (ω) crosses the real k -axis as=ω decreases289
from large positive values towards zero. It follows as a corollary that there is convective or absolute instability only if290
there is temporal instability. As further discussed by Briggs (1964) there is a similar criterion for absolute instability291
to determine whether or not the corresponding saddle point (which is formed as a double root of D ) corresponds to292
a physically relevant disturbance. The condition is, again, based on the global behaviour of the dispersion relation293
D around the saddle point at ka = k (ωa ) and is usually described in terms of curves in the complex k -plane defined294
by the (inverse) dispersion relation k (ω) with ωi = =ω fixed and ωr = <ω varying, often called Bromwich images.295
The corresponding lines in the complex ω plane with fixed ωi are called Bromwich contours. There may be several296
Bromwich images for a given Bromwich contour (i.e. a specified ωi ) if k (ω) is multivalued. A saddle point (or double297
root) ofD nowonly describes a physically relevantmode of absolute instability if it is formed by twomerging Bromwich298
images that originate fromopposite half-planes in k -space asωi is varied, aswas particularly stressed by Pierrehumbert299
(1986).300
It is clear from the above that finding convectively (and absolutely) unstable modes for the Rayleigh equation301
of our system (Equation 3) and similar equations is a subtle undertaking and different approaches to this have been302
developed and used. Some authors (e.g. Pierrehumbert (1986); Polvani and Pedlosky (1988); DelSole (1997)) were303
able to formulate a problem for which the dispersion relation could be obtained in analytic form.304
This method is conceptually similar to the approach we will be using, described below, however, it can only be305
used to identify absolutely unstable modes and does not directly give any information on pure convective instability306
of the system or other characteristics of the dispersion relation (in contrast to our approach).307
Lin and Pierrehumbert (1993) considered the stability of a zonally symmetric jet in a QG beta-plane model which308
leads to an eigenvalue problem in k and c, similar to Equation 3, and pointed out the subtlety of these kinds of309
problems if the dispersion relation cannot be obtained in analytic form. They described an iterative procedure starting310
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by obtaining the temporal dispersion relation (found by imposing real k in Equation 3) and subsequent tracking of the311
unstable mode as k becomes complex. This method is conceptually similar to the approach wewill be using, described312
below, however, it can only be used to identify absolutely unstable modes and does not directly give any information313
on pure convective instability of the system or other characteristics of the dispersion relation (in contrast to our314
approach).315
4.2 | Calculation of temporal stability316
In the rest of this section wewill progress towards a full solution of the spatio-temporal stability problem to determine317
whether, for a specified basic state, there is absolute instability. This is practically done by solving Equation 3 which,318
together with the boundary conditions, can be regarded as a generalised eigenvalue problem that straightforwardly319
implies c given k (and hence ω given k ), or as a different eigenvalue problem that straightforwardly implies k given320
c = ω/k . However it is not so straightforward to determine k given ω. We solve Equation 3 numerically by simple321
discretisation using 2nd order centred differences and then using standard MATLAB routines to solve the resulting322
matrix eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalue of interest has to be selected from the set of all eigenvalues of the matrix.323
The criteria used for this selection are described later in this subsection. All the results reported use a discretisation324
with 256 points equally spaced over a domain of size 40 in the y -direction. Robustness of the results to changes in325
the number of points and the size of the domain was checked.326













where η determines the strength of the flow and ρ its meridional width. The basic state is supposed to model a329
zonally extended steady plume, motivated by the steady linear solution of Equation 1 (as described in Section 3).330
The form of ψ̄ in Equation 4 has purposely not been chosen to match the steady linear response to the forcing331
specified by Equation 2, since that would imply a discontinuity in the corresponding potential vorticity field at the332
edges of the forcing region and hence numerical difficulties. However, our aim is to explain the response to a steady333
localised forcing, as described in Section 3. In practice in the numerical simulations non-linear effects seem to smooth334
any discontinuities and the smoothed discontinuities then manifest as secondary peaks in the meridional PV gradient335
at the edges of the forcing region (see Figures 2). Hence profile 4 turns out to be a useful semi-quantitative repre-336
sentation of the profiles seen in the simulations, as can also be seen from Figure 3 and the corresponding explaining337
paragraphs in section 6.338
The general structure of the basic state is illustrated in Figure 3, also showing the background zonal wind ū(y ) =339
−∂y ψ̄ and meridional PV gradient q̄y = β̂ + ū − ∂2y ū . Note that the meridional PV gradient is single-signed for η < G ,340
where G (ρ, β̂ ) can in principle be calculated exactly from the basic state profile in Equation 4 and the definition of PV341
in Equation 1. For a fixed ρ = 6 this is the case for roughly η < 5. In cases where η < G we expect the system to be342
stable in a temporal sense, which further implies convective and absolute stability.343
Since the analysis is relatively complicatedwe begin by considering the temporal stability problem, which is solved344
by specifying a (real) value for k and computing, via the generalised eigenvalue problem in Equation 3, the (complex)345
phase speed c, which immediately implies the corresponding (complex) frequency ω = ck . The fastest growing mode346
is that, considering all (real) values of k , with the largest positive value of ωi = =ω. For the basic state shown in Figure347
3 with specified choices of the parameters η and ρ it was straightforward to solve the eigenvalue problem for c(k )348
numerically using the method outlined above for many choices for imposed, real k . As noted previously, a solution349
of the matrix eigenvalue problem for a given k gives many eigenvalues (the same number as the number of points350
used in the discretisation). The selection procedure applied, for each k , was to choose the eigenvalue with largest351
imaginary part (most of the eigenvalues had zero imaginary part and represent an approximation to the ’continuous’352
spectrum of the Rayleigh problem). This specifies a unique c(k ).353
Figure 4 shows the temporal dispersion relation in terms of frequency ω and wave speed c as a function of (real)354
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k for different combinations of basic state parameters η and ρ. We find the system to be temporally unstable for a355
range of wave numbers in all three cases shown. The growth rate ωi seems to generally increase with increasing η,356
specifying the strength of the basic state flow, and decreasing ρ, specifying the width of the flow. The real part of the357
frequency shows relatively little dependence on either η or ρ and an almost inverse linear dependence on k gives rise358
to a relatively constant value for cr = <c in all three cases.359
A distinct, continuous dispersion relation can be identified in all cases where the PV-gradient changes sign, which360
we interpret as a coherent and physically relevant temporal mode. The overall shape of the structure is relatively361
similar for the various parameter combinations and shows a clear local maximum in ωi . However, the value of the362
maximum growth rate varies and seems to increase for narrower and stronger basic states, making the flow less363
stable in these cases. Further note that the range of k with ωi > 0 seems to decrease significantly as ρ increases or η364
decreases (consistent with the idea that the system becomes stable for large ρ and/or small η, as explained earlier).365
As noted previously, temporal instability of the system is a necessary condition for convective or absolute insta-366
bility. In Section 4.3 we will use this condition to solve the convective instability problem starting from an unstable367
solution of the temporal problem. Figure 4 can be used to identify suitable temporally unstable modes, i.e. a set368
of real wave number and corresponding complex frequency, that can be used to calculate potential convectively (or369
absolutely) unstable modes. Note that solving the eigenvalue problem in Equation 3 for imposed real k together with370
the selection process described above can lead to problems due to numerical uncertainties in cases where the corre-371
sponding solutions (i.e. the calculated phase speeds and thus frequencies) have small imaginary parts. The profiles372
shown in Figure 4 therefore have to be interpreted with caution in regions with small ωi and are most reliable around373
the corresponding local maximum of ωi (k ). For the analysis to be presented in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we therefore374
chose to start the calculations with values of k close to the local maximum in ωi .375
4.3 | Calculation of convective instability376
Convective instability can imply growth in the positive or negative x -direction. For simplicity (bearing in mind the377
results shown in Figure 1) we shall here consider only growth in the negative x -direction. This requires a solution to378
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Equation 3 with positive imaginary wave number k i = =k , satisfying the additional condition that it corresponds to379
a root that crosses the real k -axis as ωi decreases from large positive values towards zero. Both conditions require380
knowledge of the structure of the dispersion relation for varying ω. However, as noted previously, Equation 3, or its381
numerical representation, does not straightforwardly allow us to determine k (ω), but rather to determine k (c) and382
then compute ω = k c, which increases the difficulty of finding physically relevant convectively unstable modes.383
The two conditions mentioned above suggest the following approach to finding the required complex k (ω) for384
real ω. We start with solutions to the temporal instability problem, each providing a real k (c) for particular c, with the385
corresponding ωi greater than zero. We then vary c in such a way to reduce ωi to zero. This can be done using the386
linearisation387








which allows, for example, ∆c to be chosen such that ∆ω has zero real part. This gives us a constructive relation388
between the real and imaginary parts of ∆c leading to the desired behaviour of ∆ω:389




where M = c∆k /∆c + k and Mr and Mi are the respective real and imaginary parts. Note that, due to the390
assumption of linearity, we can change the sign of the real part of the change in frequency ∆ωi by changing the sign391
of the corresponding change in phase speed ∆c. This allows us to specify, for example, a ∆ω with vanishing real part392
and negative imaginary part. Following similar considerations as for Equation 6 we can construct ∆c in a way that393
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leads to a change in frequency ∆ω with vanishing imaginary part:394




Starting from a known solution of the temporal problem (real k and ω with positive imaginary part) we can use395
Equation 6 to gradually and iteratively decrease the imaginary part of ω until it becomes real. While doing so we track396
the corresponding value of k in the complex plane. This way we can construct a solution to Equation 3 with complex397
k and real ω that, if the corresponding k i > 0, corresponds to a convectively unstable mode.398
Once a convectively unstable mode was identified we can use Equation 7 to obtain the convective dispersion399
relation by varying ∆c in such way that the corresponding ωi stays zero, but ωr (and thus k ) changes.400
Figure 5 shows the convective dispersion relation found following the described iterative method for three basic401
states with fixed width ρ = 6 and different magnitudes η.402
403
We first consider the case η = 6.5, for which Figure 5 shows a distinct local maximum in convective growth rate404
k i at ωr ≈ −0.85 with the corresponding real part of the wave number being kr ≈ 0.6. Following previous work on405
spatial instability in other fluid dynamical problems (e.g. Ho andHuerre (1984)), we interpret the convective dispersion406
relation as providing information on the growth of random perturbations to a zonally extended and steady beta-plume407
which results in the break-up behaviour identified in Figure 1e. We envisage that these perturbations correspond to408
a range of frequencies and that the perturbations that dominate as x decreases (i.e. as distance to the west of the409
forcing region increases) are those with largest spatial growth rate k i . Alongside the spatial growth the perturbations410
have an oscillatory structure in x with scale predicted by kr , corresponding to the x -scale of the eddies seen in Figure411
1e, at least in the region where the evolution is well described by linear theory. Note that, as discussed in Ho and412
Huerre (1984) and similar papers, the convective dispersion relation also provides information on the forced problem,413
where ωr is imposed, e.g. in a laboratory flow by adding an oscillatory forcing, but that is not relevant to the case we414
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are considering here.415
We investigated the sensitivity of the frequency and wave number of the convectively unstable mode with max-416
imum spatial growth rate and found that for varying basic state strength parameter 5 < η < 7 their real parts stay417
relatively constant around values of ωr ≈ 0.8 and kr ≈ 0.6. The imaginary part of the wave number, however, seems418
to be zero for η ≈ 5 and gradually increase with η taking a value of k i ≈ 0.1 at η ≈ 7. Recall that for a fixed ρ = 6,419
as explained earlier, the flow is stable only when the meridional PV gradient is single-signed, which is the case for420
roughly η < 5, which is in agreement with a vanishing convective growth rate as η → 5.421
Now considering the cases, η = 8.6 and 13 it is seen from Figure 5 that k i (ωr ) does not have an apparent local422
maximum, at least in the range of ωr considered. In fact it will be shown in Section 4.4 that for these values of η423
there is absolute instability. As has been noted previously absolute instability is associated with a saddle point in the424
dispersion relation D (k ,ω) with the transition from stability to instability as this saddle point crosses the real ω-axis425
into the positive ωi -half-plane. Since the saddle point is the result of a merging of two branches of the dispersion426
relation originating from opposite sides of the real k -axis (discussed in detail in Section 4.4) the iterative method for427
convective instability outlined above, following a certain branch ofD withωi = 0, can start to follow different branches428
of the function k (ω) when the real frequency exceeds the real part of the frequency of the absolutely unstable mode429
(i.e. for |ω | > ωa,r ≈ 0.8, as explained in Section 4.4). When the basic flow is absolutely unstable, we therefore cannot430
be certain that the calculation of k i , i.e. the results shown in Figure 5, is correct for large frequencies ωr . However, in431
these cases the flow behaviour at large times will be dominated by the absolutely unstable modes and the properties432
of the convectively unstable modes will not be of interest.433
4.4 | Calculation of absolute instability434
To compute absolutely unstable modes we follow a similar approach as in the convective problem described in Section435
4.3, starting with solving the temporal instability problem to find the phase speed c corresponding to an imposed real436
wave number k . We then varied c away from this starting point while tracking the corresponding frequency and wave437
number to map out the dispersion relation ω(k ) over a certain region in k -space. In many cases it was possible to438
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identify a saddle point in the (complex) surface ω(k ), as illustrated in Figure 6 for a basic state with ρ = 6 and η = 13.439
Note that ω(k ) being an analytic function of the complex variable k implies that the two surfaces show saddles at the440
same location.441
442
To verify that the saddle point shown in Figure 6 does indeed describe a physically relevant mode and results from443
the merging of modes originating from opposite sites of the real k -axis (see Section 4.1) we computed the Bromwich444
images corresponding to a range of Bromwich contours, i.e. we computed the values of the complex (inverse) dis-445
persion relation k (ω) for a range of ωi -isolines, as shown in Figure 7. To obtain the Bromwich contours and images446
we performed two sets of calculations, both initialised with a value for c close to the previously computed complex447
saddle-point value ca = ωa/ka , but with slightly increased or decreased (about 1%) imaginary part, respectively. For448
the two slightly altered values of initial c solving Equation 3 will lead to two different solutions in k -space on either449
side of the saddle point (denoted as mode 1 and mode 2 in Figure 7). We then vary this initial c based on Equations450
7 and 6 to obtain the Bromwich contours and the corresponding Bromwich images for the two modes individually by451
varying c so that the change in either ωi or ωr vanishes. Note that this procedure will generally lead to Bromwich im-452
ages corresponding to different sets of Bromwich contours for the two modes, but can still provide useful information453
on the structure of the dispersion relation and the behaviour of the Bromwich images.454
It can be seen in Figure 7 how the Bromwich images of the two modes originate from different sides of the real455
k -axis for Bromwich contours with ωi  ωa,i . As ωi → ωa,i for the Bromwich contours the corresponding Bromwich456
images of the two modes merge at the saddle point. This behaviour confirms that the identified saddle point is indeed457
physically relevant and does describe a mode of absolute instability.458
We can perform the described instability calculation for various basic states to investigate the dependency of the459
absolute instability (described by the saddle point location) on the specified flow profile. The left panel of Figure 8460
shows the absolute frequency ωa and wave number ka as function of the parameter η (for fixed ρ = 6) determining461
the basic state according to Equation 4.462
Two main observations can be made:463
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• The temporal growth rate depends strongly on η. In particular ωa,i changes sign at η ≈ 7. Here the basic state464
transitions from being absolutely stable to being absolutely unstable,465
• the three quantities ωa,r , ka,r and ka,i , i.e. the real parts of the absolute frequency and wave number and the466
imaginary part of the absolute wave number, seem not to be sensitive to changes in basic state strength. Their467
values only change slightly with η for very weak basic flows, for which the system is absolutely stable and the468
shown mode is less important.469
We also investigated the characteristics of the absolute instability for various values of the width ρ of the basic470
state flow with fixed magnitude η = 13, shown in the right panel of Figure 8. We find a similar qualitative behaviour471
as for changes in η, in the sense that the system becomes more stable for larger length scales and ωa,i does become472
negative for certain parameters.473
5 | NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF UNSTABLE GROWTH474
In this section we complement the spatio-temporal stability analysis presented in the previous section by direct nu-475
merical solution of the linearised equations governing the evolution of disturbances to a specified basic state, i.e. the476
linearised form of Equation 1.477
Unstablemodes of the basic statewith imposed scale ρ andmagnitude η are excited by perturbing the systemwith478
the mass source shown in Equation 2, with imposed perturbation frequency ω0, weak forcing magnitude F0 = 2 · 10−3479
and radius r0 = ρ. In contrast to the experiments performed in Section 3 the imposed mass source is not supposed to480
directly force the flow, but merely to explicitly perturb the system at a given location with a given frequency. These481
perturbations are representing small random perturbations of the beta-plume corresponding to the steady linear so-482
lution of Equation 1. The methodological idea of the periodic forcing with fixed frequency is that it will only excite483
waves and unstable modes of exactly that frequency, while the small forcing magnitude ensures that only (spatially or484
temporally) amplifying modes lead to a significant perturbation of the system. For long times the flow perturbation485
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should then be dominated by the corresponding fastest growing mode. Hence it should be possible to verify numeri-486
cally the behaviour predicted on the basis of the dispersion relation. Note that to the far west of the forcing (x < −200)487
the localised sponge region is still active (although not shown in most plots), in order to simulate an infinitely extended488
domain. In contrast to the steadily forced experiments in Section 3 the sponge region now only acts on the zonally489
non-symmetric part of the response and thus does not effect the basic state.490
491
Figure 9 visualises the time evolution of the stream function response of the linearised and non-linearised version492
of the model to a weak time-periodic perturbation with ω0 = 0.8 and basic flows with different strength parameters493
η and fixed width ρ = 6. This frequency ω0 corresponds roughly to the absolute frequency and the frequency of494
maximum growth rate of the convective instability of the system (see Figures 5 and 8). Specifically shown is the495
logarithm of the absolute value of the stream function anomaly from the basic state (as defined by Equation 4) at a496
fixed location west of the forcing with x = −50 and y = 0.497
The time period between days 0 and about 100 is associated with the spin up of the statistically steady response.498
For times after day 100 the three systems show distinctly different behaviours. Of particular interest in these plot are499
the positions of the local maxima of the various curves, which indicate the strength of the envelope of the temporally500
periodic wave that is perturbing the beta-plume initial state. The case with η = 6.5 shows a constant magnitude of the501
perturbation at the fixed location and no temporal growth, which is consistent with the idea of convective instability.502
The case with η = 13 and the linear-model, on the other hand, shows an exponential temporal growth, suggesting an503
absolute instability of the system. The temporal growth rate is close to the theoretical prediction ωa,i deduced from504
Figure 8 (indicated by the slope of the straight line). If we impose a basic state with η = 13 and use the non-linearised505
version of Equation 1 the response, however, shows non-linear saturation and becomes statistically steady for long506
times.507
508
Correspondingly to the temporal evolution in Figure 9, Figure 10 shows the spatial structure of the perturbations509
for basic states with different values for η, and again using the linearised or non-linearised version of the model. The510
Fig. shows two different types of plots, all corresponding to the instantaneous state of the system on day 200. The511
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two-dimensional filled-contour plots (Figures 10c and f) show the spatial structure of the total stream function at day512
200, the line-curves (Figures 10a,b,d and e) show the corresponding logarithm of the absolute value of the stream513
function anomaly from the basic flow along y = 0.514
Plots 10a and d show the response of the linear model. Both cases, the strong (η = 13) and weak (η = 6.5) basic515
flows, exhibit a strong growth of the spatially periodic variability in the zonal direction, indicating a spatio-temporal516
instability of the basic flow. In the case with η = 6.5 (Figure 10a) the spatially growing wave is (statistically) steady in517
a temporal sense, as was shown in Figure 9. However, the perturbations in the system with η = 13 (Figure 10d) do518
grow in space and time and thus strongly dominate the flow after a certain time. The magnitude of the forced wave519
grows rapidly (in the linear-case) and does not seem to be limited1. The persistent exponential temporal growth of520
the perturbations leads to extreme values of ψ at day 200. The structure of the stream function anomaly, however,521
still shows spatial exponential growth, which extends continuously to the west and the east of the forcing. The522
temporal amplification of a spatially amplifying perturbation, and the propagation of the wave in positive and negative523
x -direction, both suggest an absolute instability of the basic flow in the case with η = 13, while the temporally steady524
and only westward response in the case with η = 6.5 suggests a convective instability of the system. The spatial525
growth rates of the stream function in Figures 10a,b and d are close to the predicted growth rates k i for convective526
and absolute instability, respectively, as deduced via Figures 5 (for η = 6.5) and 8 (for η = 13). The corresponding527
growth rates are indicated by solid green and pink straight lines.528
The bottom panel (Figures 10b, c, e and f) shows the response of the same two basic states, but using the fully529
non-linear QG model. We can observe only small differences to the linear case for η = 6.5 since the perturbation530
of the basic flow is relatively weak and non-linear effects are relatively small. For the state with η = 13, however,531
the non-linearity of the system limits the temporal and the spatial growth drastically and hence the perturbations532
are much smaller than when using the linearised equations. Since the instability still occurs over the full length of533
the domain, the initially zonally symmetric basic state now breaks into isolated vortices everywhere, i.e. in particular534
to the east of the forcing. In this case the system does reach a (statistical) steady and zonally almost periodic state535
(see Figure 10f) resembling a zonal chain of discrete vortices similar to the response to a steady mass source in the536
1Note a slight deviation of the ln |ψ − ψ̄ | curves (Figures 10a+d) for large negative x below to the linear trend, which is likely due to the hyper-diffusion used
in the model.
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shedding state2 (e.g. Figure 1f).537
To better understand the response in terms of convective and absolute instabilities we performed Fourier decom-538
positions of the stream function signal (with zonal mean removed) in time and space. The computed power spectra539
are displayed in Figure 11. Again, there is a clear difference between the cases with η = 6.5 and η = 13. For η = 6.5540
we do find sharp temporal peaks, located almost exactly at the imposed forcing frequency ω0. Correspondingly we541
observe isolated and pronounced spatial Fourier peaks for the different values of ω0. Note that the Fourier peaks are542
normalised by their integral over the full domain range.543
544
For the case with a stronger basic flow (η = 13) we do not observe a range of isolated temporal or spatial peaks,545
but both normalised power spectra are seemingly independent of the forcing frequency, showing a single robust peak546
in frequency and wave number. This kind of excitation of a specific frequency independent of the forcing, again, sug-547
gests the presence of an absolute instability. The vertical, dashed lines in the bottom panel illustrate the theoretically548
calculated values of ωa,r and ka,r according to Figure 8.549
550
Since the absolute stability analysis in Section 4.4 predicts a strong sensitivity of the temporal growth rate ωa,i551
to changes in basic flow strength η and even a sign change near η ≈ 7 we can expect the absolute mode to grow very552
slowly for states with η just above this value and to not amplify at all for η < 7. Figure 12 shows the temporal peaks553
of a Fourier decomposition over a varying time window, with fixed length of 30 days, for a constant forcing frequency554
ω0 = 0.4 and different values of basic flow strength.555
556
In the case with η = 6.5 the system is absolutely stable, i.e. ωa,i < 0. The response shows a clear and localised peak557
exactly at the forcing frequency and independent of the analysed time period. If we choose a systemwith η = 8.6, and558
hence weak absolute instability, we observe the same temporal peak at ω = ω0 when analysing early times between559
days 30-60, since the perturbation response is directly forced by the imposed time-periodic mass source. As we move560
the window to later times we see the peak at the forcing frequency becoming weaker and a second peak growing561
2Recall that in the steadily forced cases the beta-plume corresponding to the steady linear solution only extends to the west of the forcing while the experi-
ments performed in this section are started with a zonally symmetric beta-plume initial state.
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at the position of the predicted absolute frequency ωa,r . This behaviour illustrates the domination of the system by562
absolute instability for later times, since the time needed for the instability to take over scales like the absolute growth563
rate ω−1
a,i
. When using a strong background flow with η = 13 the response is dominated by the strong absolute insta-564
bility right away, since ωa,i is large.565
566
The position of the spatial and temporal Fourier peaks in Figure 11 correspond to the dominant modes of the567
response of the basic state when perturbed by a time-periodic forcing of frequency ω0. In the case with η = 6.5568
we can plot the positions of frequency peaks against the positions of the corresponding wave number peaks to get569
a numerically obtained dispersion relation for kr (ωr ). The result is shown as triangles in Figure 5, compared to the570
theoretically computed convective dispersion relation of the system with η = 6.5. The good match between theory571
and measured dispersion gives confidence that the spatio-temporal instability theory presented in Section 4 is indeed572
a useful explanation for the break-up of the beta plume discussed in this section and that the developed methods can573
be used to theoretically predict certain aspects of the dispersion relation of the system. As argued in Section 4.4 it is574
not clear if the theoretical dispersion relation is valid for |ωr | > ωa,r , hence Figure 5 does not show the corresponding575
measured points with |ω0 | > 0.8.576
6 | APPLICATION TO STEADILY FORCED EXPERIMENTS577
We will now use the presented spatio-temporal instability analysis as a theory to explain and predict the different578
behaviours seen in the steadily forced single-layer model experiments described in Section 3.579
580
To link the results of the theoretical stability analysis for a certain imposed flow profile and the observed response581
to a steady forcing we will first define two sets of stream function profiles (which then imply e.g. the zonal wind field):582
• Idealised profiles: given by Equation 4 with defining parameters ρ and η. The stability analysis in Section 4 was583
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TABLE 1 Comparison of stability analysis results for two measured profiles and their corresponding idealised fits.
Profile ωa ka
r0 = 4, F0 = 2.2 −0.810 + 0.203i 0.471 + 0.118i
Fit: ρ = 5.5, η = 16 −0.795 + 0.257i 0.573 + 0.082i
r0 = 4, F0 = 1.3 −0.557 − 0.035i 0.495 + 0.071i
Fit: ρ = 5.4, η = 9.5 −0.821 + 0.104i 0.609 + 0.097i
performed for these profiles.584
• Measured profiles: extracted from forced experiments (as shown in Figure 1), with steady (ω0 = 0) forcing defined585
in Equation 2 with magnitude F0 and radius r0. The one-dimensional profiles are obtained by averaging along the586
x = −10 line over days 300 to 1000.587
588
Figure 3 in section 4.2 shows an example of an idealised (Figure 3a) and a measured (Figure 3b) stream function589
profile and their correspondingwind and PV gradient structures. The idealised profiles reproducemany features of the590
measured profiles, including a reversal of the PV gradient south of the origin as well as small and smooth secondary591
extrema of the PV gradient near y = ±ρ.592
593
We will perform the stability analyses described in this section only for basic states given by idealised profiles in594
order to simplify the subtle computation and identification of the saddle points in the dispersion relation. The zonally595
independent idealised and measured profiles are supposed to be different representations of the westward extending596
beta-plume caused by a steady localised forcing if it were not subject to any dynamic instability (e.g. Figure 1a). To link597
the set of measured profiles to corresponding idealised states we fitted the stream function structures of the latter598
onto the former. The fit was computed by finding the parameter combination of idealised flow width ρ and strength η599
that minimises the square-integrated stream function difference between the idealised profile and the corresponding600
measured profile extracted from the experiments with steady forcing defined by F0 and r0.601
602
The idealised nature of the fit can lead to slightly changed stability characteristics compared to the actual mea-603
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sured profiles. Table 1 gives an example of theoretically derived stability characteristics for different measured flow604
profiles and their corresponding fits. As can be seen the results of the absolute stability analysis for the measured pro-605
file and the fit are fairly close to each other for the case with r0 = 4, F0 = 2.2. In particular both values of ωa,i predict606
the system to be absolutely unstable. The system with r0 = 4, F0 = 1.3 on the other hand shows a significant differ-607
ence in stability when compared to its idealised fit. While the measured profile predicts the system to be absolutely608
stable, with ωa,i < 0, the fit suggests the opposite. Such significant differences do mainly occur for certain transition609
states, i.e. marginally stable or unstable states with |ωa,i |  1, while the fitting gives reasonably good estimates of610
the systems stability for very stable or very unstable states.611
Also note that the predicted (both, using idealised fit and measured profile) frequency of the shedding state612
(F0 = 2.2, r0 = 4) is in good agreement with the observed frequency of the steadily forced response of ω ≈ 0.8, as613
discussed in Section 3. The good agreement gives confidence that the shedding process in the steadily forced experi-614
ments can indeed be interpreted as result of an absolute instability.615
616
Finally we can combine the gathered information about the experimental results and the results of our theoretical617
stability analysis of Section 5 to create a phase diagram indicating the transitions between the three presented states618
as we vary the width and magnitude of the forcing. For the theoretical part we expect the behaviour of the response619
to change in the following way:620
• The flow should be steady for forcing distributions that do not lead to a sign change in the PV-gradient and621
therefore do not satisfy Equation A3. Generally the minimum PV gradient for the idealised cos4 profiles will622
become more negative (thus the system should become less stable) for stronger and narrower forcing profiles.623
• For η/ρ-combinations that lead to a sign-change of the PV-gradient the flow can be unstable in a convective or624
absolute sense. The transition depends on the sign of the absolute temporal growth rate of the system and the625
parameter combination for the transition can be deduced from plots like in Figures 5 and 8. For systems with626
negative ωa,i we expect the flow to be in the break-up state, while positive ωa,i (and thus absolute instability)627
should correspond to a flow in the shedding state.628
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Figure 13 illustrates the theoretical parameter combinations where either the minimummeridional PV gradient of629
the linear solution (solid curve) or the temporal growth rate of the absolute instability (crosses) change sign. We then630
plotted diagnostics derived from the steadily forced experiments on top of the lines from the idealised theory. The631
position of each marker corresponding to a certain set of forcing parameters r0 and F0 is given by the parameters η632
and ρ calculated via the idealised fitting approach described earlier. The classification of the type of response for each633
experiment is done based on the spatial structure and temporal variability of the flow (see e.g. Figure 1) as discussed634
in Section 3. Note that the classification will generally be difficult for the inevitable transition states discussed earlier,635
meaning states that are only marginally stable/unstable in a total or absolute sense.636
637
The theoretical predictions shown in Figure 13 are in good agreement with the experimental results. Both sets of638
analyses show a clear division into three regions with states corresponding to break-up or convective stability being639
unlikely to occur for small forcing magnitudes or small length scales. Further, the parameter combinations at which640
the transition between the states happens are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions from our stability641
analysis, keeping in mind the uncertainties associated with transition states mentioned earlier. DK89 discussed the642
response in experiments using a shallow water reduced-gravity model forced by a steady localised mass source, sim-643
ilar to the experiments in section 3. They restricted their analysis to a forcing with r0 = 3 and observed only steady644
and shedding states, but no convectively unstable break-up behaviour. This could either be due to the fact that they645
used a rather short periodic channel of length Lx = 60 or because the restriction of the forcing length scale puts their646
experiments in a regime where the break-up state is practically impossible to observe. Figure 13 indicates three of647
our forced experiments with r0 = 3 and their position within the developed phase map. As can be seen the region648
with inverted PV gradient and ωa,i < 0 is very small here, making it unlikely to observe a corresponding break-up state.649
However, it is not clear what changes in convective and absolute stability are potentially caused by, for example, their650




This paper discussed in detail the phenomenon of spontaneous westward shedding of eddies from a steady localised654
mass source in a single-layer quasi-geostrophic flow. Previous studies have demonstrated a transition, e.g. when655
increasing the forcing magnitude at a fixed forcing length scale, from a steady, almost linear beta-plume state to a656
shedding state in which discrete vortices form within the forcing region and are shed westwards.657
We presented evidence for the existence of a third flow state, in addition to the two known states (steady and658
eddy shedding) that is characterised by a steady flow in the neighbourhood of the mass source, but with temporal659
variability increasing in magnitude to the west, away from the source region. This third state, which we describe as a660
’break-up state’, had the characteristics of convective instability and motivated a new approach to the problem in the661
form of a spatio-temporal stability analysis.662
We thus performed a comprehensive stability analysis for a certain idealised set of parallel shear flows. We663
implemented numerical algorithms to determine the characteristics of unstable behaviour in either a temporal, con-664
vective or absolute sense. Unlike other authors we did not restrict our analysis to absolutely unstable modes, but665
were able to also obtain information on the convective stability of the system. These algorithms can potentially be666
used to investigate the spatio-temporal stability of other systems. We further applied the different types of stability667
analysis to various sets of idealised flows and investigated their stability properties depending on different imposed668
flow parameters, such as the strength and meridional scale. From this analysis we argued that the steady, break-up669
and eddy-shedding states corresponded respectively to stability, convective instability and absolute instability of the670
flow forced by the mass source. Among other results, we found the studied system to develop an absolute instability671
for strong flows with small meridional length scales, while weak flows with large meridional scales typically lead to672
convective instabilities or stable behaviour. We were able to numerically calculate various physical scales, e.g. the673
required threshold values for the state transitions and the frequency of the resulting absolutely unstable mode for674
a given shear flow profile. We demonstrated good agreement between the predicted state transitions and shedding675
frequencies and those observed in numerical simulations.676
This flow configuration studied here was originally motivated by the westward eddy shedding phenomenon ob-677
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served in relation with the Asian monsoon anticyclone, but it has also been studied as a simple model for ocean flows,678
such as the break-up of the Mediterranean salt tongue as it emerges into the Atlantic. Another potential application679
for the general theory presented in this paper might be to study the growth of waves propagating on the African680
Easterly Jet, which is another example of a localised thermal forcing giving rise to an unstable zonal flow. As noted681
previously Diaz and Aiyyer (2015) have studied the spatio-temporal instability of this flow, focusing on the possibility682
of absolute instability, and it is possible that transitions between convective and absolute instability might be relevant683
to e.g. the seasonal evolution of the flow. Whilst the break-up state is probably not strongly relevant to the observed684
behaviour of the Asian monsoon anticyclone in particular, the description of the eddy shedding process as spatio-685
temporal instability serves as new conceptual model for the phenomenon and provides quantitative predictions on686
scales and behaviours that have previously not been possible.687
Appendix688
DK89 derived an analytic criterion for which the steady linear response to a given mass source in a full shallow water689
model reverses the PV gradient. We will now present the equivalent derivation of a condition for an imposed forcing690
F and the quasi-geostrophic single-layer model shown in Equation 1. For simplicity wewill neglect the hyper-diffusion691
and the sponge region terms, i.e. we set ε = 0 and S ≡ 0. The steady and linearised model (for a resting fluid) is then692
given by Equation A1.693
ψx = −β̂
−1F . (A1)
Similar to DK89 we can assume that only transient waves influence the region east of the forcing, giving ψ = 0694
for x → ∞, and thus solve Equation A1 by a a corresponding integration. This leads to a formula for the meridional695
PV gradient:696
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F (x ′, y ) dx ′ (A2)
Note that ∂y q in Equation A2 changes monotonically with x if F is single-signed and thus its extreme values697
in x can be estimated for x → −∞. Under this assumption we can also assume F ≥ 0 everywhere without loss of698










F dx > β̂ 2 . (A3)
Equation A3 is equivalent to the equation DK89 found for a full shallow water model and can be used to predict700
if a steadily forced system can support instabilities.701
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F IGURE 1 Day 400 PV snapshots (shading) using different combinations of forcing magnitudes F0 and length
scales r0, labelled cases a to f. The system is exhibiting various states of temporal behaviour and spatial structure.
We can distinguish steady, break-up and shedding states. The contours show the positive part of the stream
function field, using different contour intervals for the different plots. The forcing used in subplots b,c,e and f
satisfies the shedding criterion in Equation A3, while the forcing in subplots a and d does not. The superimposed
ellipses indicate the forcing region.
F IGURE 2 Time mean meridional PV gradients along x = −10 for the same experiments shown in Figure 1, with
various values of forcing magnitude F0 and length scale r0.
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F IGURE 3 a) Idealised basic state profile ψ̄ with η = 9.5 and ρ = 5.4 defined via equation 4 and associated zonal
wind ū = −∂y ψ̄ and meridional PV gradient q̄y = β̂ + ū − ∂2y ū . b) measured state profile extracted from a direct
numerical simulation with forcing parameters r0 = 4, F0 = 1.3 (defined later in section 6).
F IGURE 4 Temporal dispersion relation in frequency and wave speed for idealised basic states with different
widths ρ and magnitudes η.
F IGURE 5 Convective dispersion relation for flows with meridional basic state length scale ρ = 6 and different
strength parameters η calculated using the iterative approach based on Equations 7 and 6 and a suitable solution of
the temporal problem. The triangles show frequency/wave number pairs deduced from the numerical simulations
discussed in Section 5 and provide a useful check on the validity of the approach to solving the dispersion relation.
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F IGURE 6 Complex dispersion relation ω(k ) for basic state with ρ = 6 and η = 13 showing a clear saddle point
(red cross), i.e. a point where dω/dk = 0. The dispersion relation was obtained by initiating with the temporal mode
at k = 0.6 (green cross, corresponding to a wave speed of c0 = −1.42 + 0.19i ), and tracking the mode in k - and
ω-space when varying the real and complex parts of c with a step size of ∆ci = ∆cr = 0.005 and a total range of
c − c0 ≤ 0.4. Only a quarter of the points are shown.
F IGURE 7 Bromwich images corresponding to different ωi -isolines on the dispersion relation that merge in the
saddle point (triangle, corresponding to ka and ωa ) shown in Figure 6 as ωi → ωa,i . Mode 1 and 2 describe two
branches of D (k ,ω) = 0 originating from opposite sides of the real k axis for large ωi . The small dots show the path
of the mode with fixed ωr = ωa,r as ωi varies.
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F IGURE 8 Change in ωa and ka as function of flow strength η of the idealised basic state with fixed flow width
ρ = 6 (left) and as function of ρ for fixed η = 13 (right).
F IGURE 9 Temporal evolution of the logarithm of the absolute value of the stream function anomaly from the
basic state taken at (x = −50, y = 0) for different values of basic flow strength and using either the linear of the
non-linear model. The slope of the straight line indicates the theoretically predicted absolute temporal growth rate
ωa,i for a system with ρ = 6 and η = 13 according to Figure 8.
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F IGURE 10 Day 200 snapshots of the two-dimensional stream function response of zonally symmetric basic
state profiles with ρ = 6 and different magnitudes η to a small time-periodic perturbation at the origin with
frequency ω0 = 0.8 (subplots c and f) and the logarithm of the absolute value of the deviation from the basic state
along y = 0 for the corresponding cases (subplots a,b,d,e). The model uses either the linear (a and d) or non-linear
(b,c,e,f) version of Equation 1. The straight lines in subplots a and b have a slope corresponding to the spatial growth
rate of the fastest growing convective mode, the line in subplot d has a slope corresponding to the spatial growth
rate of the absolute mode of the system. The ellipses in subplots c and f indicate the forcing region. Recall that only
part of the zonally periodic simulation domain is shown and that an imposed sponge region at x < −200 suppresses
communication of the response for large positive x and large negative x (see Section 2).
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F IGURE 11 Temporal (left) and spatial (right) Fourier decomposition of the zonally varying part of the response
along y = 0 between days 100 and 200 and −80 < x < −10 (averaged over the respective spatial/temporal range) for
the response of different basic states with ρ = 6 to a periodic forcing with frequency ω0. Dashed lines indicate
theoretical prediction of absolute frequency/wave number of the corresponding basic state according to Figure 8.
The bottom panel shows all 6 values of ω0 but the spectra are identical.
F IGURE 12 Temporal Fourier decomposition of the zonally varying pat of the response along y = 0 averaged
over −50 < x < −10 and different time periods for basic states with ρ = 6 and different magnitudes η, giving rise to
different theoretically computed absolute growth rates ωa,i . The system is forced with constant frequency ω0 = 0.4.
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F IGURE 13 Comparison of theoretically obtained phase map of idealised basic states fitted onto measured
profiles obtained from steadily forced numerical experiments. Experiments using the same forcing length scale r0 as
DK89 are highlighted.
